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Continental shelf project 
of the Kingdom of 
Denmark - Areas of 
interest 
 
 

2 areas around the Faroe 
Islands 
3 areas around Greenland 

Submission for the area N of 
the Faroe Islands submitted in 
April 2009  

Submission for the area S of 
the Faroe Islands submitted in 
December 2010 

Ongoing work in the areas 
around Greenland with a 
deadline at the end of 2014. 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
I will start my presentation with a brief introduction to the Continental Shelf project of the Kingdom of Denmark, which consist of the three areas Denmark, Faroe Islands and Greenland.Please note that the Faroese Government funded half of the cost of data acquisition in the two Faroese areas, whereas the Danish Government pay the remaining half and 100% of the cost for the three Greenland areas.



Extended continental shelf issues (1) 
• A coastal State’s entitlement to extended sovereign rights depends on the 

width of its continental margin.  
• To qualify, the State must meet the criteria specified in Article 76 of the United 

Nations Conventions on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which are based on a 
consideration of seafloor morphology, bathymetry and of underlying sediment 
thickness.  

• To meet these criteria, it is necessary to assemble and analyze data for reliably 
determining the locations of three undersea features:  

   1.  the foot of slope, defined as the point of maximum change of   
   gradient at the base of the continental slope;  

   2.  the 2500 m isobath; and  
   3.  the location of the so-called Gardiner Points where the sediment  

   thickness equals one percent of the distance back to the foot of  
   slope. 
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Extended continental shelf issues (2) 
Which type of data are needed? 

 

• Geodetic data are needed to define the territorial sea baseline. 
• Bathymetric data are needed to define the Foot of the Slope  (FOS) and 

the 2500 meter isobath. 
• Seismic data are needed to map the sediment thickness.  
• Other geophysical (seismic refraction, gravimetric and magnetic data) and 

geological data (sampling, drilling) can support a submission.  
 

• In ice covered areas (Arctic Ocean) potential field data might be used to 
interpolate between seismic profiles. 

 
• The scientific and technical guidelines of the Commission on the Limits of 

the Continental Shelf (CLCS) define in more detail how data should be 
documented. 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Within the Continental Shelf project three institution are responsible for data acquisition: DTU Space for geodetic and gravimetric data, the National Survey and Cadastre (Hydrographic Office) for bathymetric data and GEUS as project manager for seismic and geological data (see more on www.a76.dk).



IBCAO 2.0 IBCAO 2.0 

The Challenge: Operational difficulties for field work on sea 
ice or from polar ice breakers in the area north of Greenland 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Area north of GreenlandThe area north of Greenland is characterized by the Lomonosov Ridge which divides the Arctic Ocean into two parts. The Lomonosov Ridge plays an important role in the work related to Article 76 of UNCLOS by Canada, Greenland (Denmark) and the Russian Federation. If it can be proven, that the Lomonosov Ridge is a submarine elevation according to article 76 in UNCLOS, than the outer limit of the extended continental shelf of the three countries can be extended beyond 350 nautical miles. Despite the fact that the extent and thickness of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean is diminishing the sea ice still poses a major challenge for any data acquisition especially in the area north of Greenland and Ellesmere Island. The following slides show some examples of fieldwork undertaken in the area north of Greenland within the Continental Shelf Project of the Kingdom of Denmark.



IBCAO - Version 2.23  

Remoteness 
Very sparse 
infrastructure 
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Weather 

• Average Temperature - Alert 
March     - 32.4°C 
April        - 24.4°C 
May        - 11.8°C 
June       -   0.8°C 
July                 3.2°C 
Aug                 0.8°C 
Sep         -   9.2°C 
Oct          - 19.4°C 

• Hours Daylight 
Zero:  between October 15 to February 25 
24 hours:  from April 7 to September 5 
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 Survey Seasons 

• Winter 
– March and April 

• Daylight Returns 
• Stable Ice conditions   
• Cold and Clear Weather 

• Summer 
– August and September 

• Maximum Ice Melt 
• Optimum period for icebreaker operations 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
There are two survey seasons in the Arctic: March and April  when it is traditionally cold and clear for activities on the sea ice.August and September as optimum period for icebreaker operations, when the maximum melting of the ice is reached.



Costs 
• Icebreakers: $65,000 to $200,000 / Day 
• Aircraft:  $1300 to $12500 / Hour; Minimums 3 - 4 Hr / Day 
• Fuel: 

– Fuel    $750 per metric ton HFO 180 (LS max 1,0%)  
               Oden: 48 tons per day (average 2009), total more than $2 mill.  
– Jet Fuel  Resolute: $2.50 / L by sea;  $7 / L by air

  
               Eureka: $3.50 / L by sea;  $8 / L by air 
               Alert:  $10 / L by air 
               Ice Camp:  $14 - $20 / L by air 
  Remote fuel camp: $30 - $35 / L by air 
 
               300,000 - 400,000 L per Winter Survey = 1500 – 2000 drums 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Cost for logistics in the Arctic are high, primarily due to the remoteness and the cost of transportation.



Logistical challenges 

• No commercial survey vessels can operate in this region of the 
Arctic Ocean 

• Only a few Polar Class icebreakers are available 
• “SCICEX” US submarines have been decommissioned, AUV 

concept “under the ice” had to be developed 
• Specialized ice strengthened bathymetry and seismic equipment 

for icebreaker surveys has to be developed 
• Former experience and equipment used in the 80´ties for on-ice 

surveys had aged 
• Establishment of ice camps on more unstable sea ice 
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The concept 

• Sharing of knowledge and cost through cooperation between 
Canada and Greenland/Denmark  

• Cooperation with Canada started in 2002 
• Formal Memorandum of Understanding signed in June 2005. 
• Cooperation with other scientist working with similar data 

acquisition in the Arctic Ocean to share knowledge. 
• Cooperation with Sweden regarding the use of the Swedish 

research icebreaker Oden. 
• Cooperation with Russia. USA, Germany … 
• Innermost parts of survey area: logistics based on ice camps 
• Remaining parts based on data acquisition from icebreakers 
• “Learning by doing” 
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Lorita 
expedition 
2006 
 
 

Acquisition of 
seismic 
refraction data 
on the sea ice: 

Study of the 
crustal structure 
from the shelf 
onto the 
Lomonosov 
Ridge.  
 
Results published in  
Geophysical Journal 
International, 2010. 
 

 
 

 

Photo: Ron Verrall 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
LORITA refraction seismic experiment spring 2006. (A) Each seismic line required drilling 11 holes approximately 20 km apart. (B) Suspending either 350 kg or 175 kg of Pentolite explosives 100 metres below the ice at each hole. (C) Setting out up to 100 seismometers at intervals of 1.5–2 km and firing the charges. (D) Collecting all the instruments and then downloading the data (Photos: Christian Marcussen and Ron Verrall). 



A B 

A  drainage of sea ice from the Lincoln Sea trough the Nares Strait. 
B  Helicopters with no horizon in spring of 2007 – data acquisition 
 not possible and complete season lost. 

CHS bathymetric data acquisition March – April 2007 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Weather can be a significant factor. In 2007 the helicopters were a month late arriving from the south due to adverse weather en-route.The ice bridge between Ellesmere and Greenland never formed and the ice off Alert continued in motion for the whole winter.  This created local weather conditions such as ice fog that made flying dangerous due to lack of horizon and definition.Little of the objective was achieved.



Bathymetric 
measurements 
2009 
 

Joint Canadian-Danish 
fieldwork based on sea ice in 
the spring of 2009. 
Temperatures ranged from         
-50⁰C in March to -20⁰C in the 
beginning of May. 

 

Data will be included in the new 
version 3 of the International 
Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic 
Ocean (IBCAO) 
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/b
athymetry/arctic/ 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Photo: Uni Bull 

Photo: Uni Bull 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
(A) Field camp established on the sea ice in the spring of 2009 close to Ward Hunt Island to support the Canadian-Danish field activities on the sea ice (Photo: Uni Bull). (B) Bathymetric measurement in April of 2009 with the transducer of the single-beam echo sounder positioned on a frozen lead (Photo: Uni Bull).

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/arctic/
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/arctic/


Acquisition of aero-geophysical data - Spring 2009 
A joint Danish – Canadian project to acquire supporting data on both sides of the 
Lomonosov Ridge using a DC3T. 

Magnetic data will be included in the World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map (WDAM) and the gravity data 
in the Arctic Gravity Project (ArcGP). 
 

Photo: Janice Lang, NRCan/DRDC Map: DTU Space 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Acquisition of aerogravimetric and aeromagnetic data north of Greenland and Ellesmere Island on both sides of the Lomonosov Ridge in April and May 2009. (A) A DC3T was used as survey aircraft equipped with two gravimeter and two magnetometers (Photo: Janice Lang, NRCan/DRDC). (B) Map showing the acquired profiles (Map courtesy DTU Space). YEU – Eureka, YLT – Alert, NRD – Station Nord.



August 1 September 30  

Ice conditions in the Arctic Ocean - August 2007 

Source: AMSR-E sea ice map - IUP University of Bremen  
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Sea ice coverage in the Arctic Ocean. A – August 1, 2007, B – September 30, 2007. Arctic sea ice reached its lowest annual extent – the absolute minimum – on September 15, 2007. Dark colours indicate heavy ice conditions, blue colour indicates no ice. (Map source: AMSR Sea Ice Maps, IUP University of Bremen, http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de:8084/amsr/amsre.html).



Photo:  Martin Jakobsson 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
During the LOMROG I cruise in 2007 Oden was in the area close to Greenland escorted by the Russian nuclear icebreaker 50 let Pobedy chartered from Murmansk Shipping Company . This area had not been visited by surface ships previously. The Russian nuclear icebreakers are now managed by Rosatomflot (http://www.rosatomflot.ru/?lang=en). 



LOMROG I & II: Multi beam acquisition 

    “Pirouette surveying”  3D-view of the multi-beam mapped 
Morris Jesup Rise north of 
Greenland (LOMROG I) 

Courtesy: Martin Jakobsson  
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
(A) Data acquisition window of Oden’s EM120 multi beam system showing how bathymetric data was collected in a 360° sector around the ship, referred to as “pirouette surveying”. This method worked well in hard ice conditions where the heavy ice breaking otherwise significantly disturbed the data acquisition (Photo: Martin Jakobsson).  (B) 3D-view of the multi beam mapped Morris Jesup Rise north of Greenland during LOMROG I (see Fig. 6 for general location). The International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO) grid model is shown (blue grid) as a comparison to the new detailed multi beam bathymetry (Map courtesy Martin Jakobsson).



• Multibeam data LOMROG II Fledermouse 

Multi-beam bathymetric data acquired during LOMROG II # 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Multibeam bathymetric data acquired during the LOMROG II cruise with the Swedish icebreaker Oden using the “pirouette surveying” method.



Acquisition of seismic data in Arctic sea ice 

• The streamer is considerably shorter than in open water. For the 
LOMROG II cruise we used a 250 meter long streamer. With a 250 
meter streamer, we are able to deploy and recover the streamer 
with the ship at a standstill without risk of damage.  

• The seismic source is considerably smaller and therefore also 
more compact than for open water surveys.  

• Both the streamer and guns are towed at a depth of 
approximately 20 meters, which is more than twice as deep as 
normal (“survival depth”). 

• Both the airguns and streamer are connected with only one cable 
to the ship (the “umbilical”).  
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Seismic equipment develop for acquisition in sea ice 
Airgun 
 
 
 
 
Seismic 
streamer 

Winch 
 
 
 
 
Recording 
container 
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Oden’s normal mode of operation under heavy ice conditions, is to 
break ice at as high a speed as possible. If the ship gets stuck in the 
ice, it would normally back and ram as many times as necessary to 
pass the obstacle. However neither high speed nor backing and 
ramming are possible with seismic gear deployed behind the ship: 
  • High speed would create an unacceptable noise level behind the 

ship and the seismic gear is not designed to withstand a high 
speed. 

• As the ship travels faster, the towed gear gets pulled toward the 
surface, risking damage by ice. 

• Oden can not back due to the risk of getting the seismic gear 
tangled in the propellers. 

Acquisition of seismic data in Arctic sea ice 
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Photo: Thomas Funck 



Photo: Thomas Funck 



• In light ice conditions, where Oden can break ice continuously at 3 
to 4 knots along a pre-planned heading, seismic data of 
reasonable data quality can be acquired. Ice conditions often 
prevent Oden from being able to acquire data where needed.   

• A second option is to have Oden break a 25 nautical mile long 
lead or track along a pre-planned line, going back along the same 
lead to make it wider, and finally to acquire the seismic data while 
passing through the lead a third time.  

• A third option is to use two icebreakers for collection of seismic 
data in ice filled waters. A lead icebreaker – as powerful as 
possible – breaks a lead along a pre-planned line, possibly several 
times in order to prepare as wide a lead as possible. Oden trails 
behind acquiring seismic data. This concept has been used by 
Russia and Canada/USA.  

Acquisition of seismic data in Arctic sea ice 
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Photo: Thomas Funck 



  
LOMROG I: Ice Escort – 50 Let Pobedy and Oden  
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Oden is wider than 50 let Pobedy and was frequently getting struck, requiring 50 let Pobedy to return.Oden had the Russian escort for 2 weeks and Murmansk Shipping decided not to exercise the option to extend for another 10 days since 50 let Pobedy  had to return to the ship yard for warranty work and did not want to jeopardize the warranty by spending another 10 days in the heavy ice.



Acquisition of bathymetric and seismic data 2007 and 2009 
Russian nuclear icebreaker as lead icebreaker in areas with extreme ice conditions. 
 

Photo: Martin Jakobsson Photo: Martin Jakobsson 

Photo: Thomas Funck Photo: Thomas Funck 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Challenges to acquire data under severe ice conditionsBoth acquisition of bathymetric data and seismic data is very difficult in the area north of Greenland. New methods and equipment had to be developed in order to collect useful data. (Read more:http://a76.dk/greenland_uk/north_uk/gr_n_expeditions_uk/lomrog_2007_uk/5fieldreport.html andhttp://a76.dk/greenland_uk/north_uk/gr_n_expeditions_uk/lomrog_2009_uk/8_fieldreport.html)

http://a76.dk/greenland_uk/north_uk/gr_n_expeditions_uk/lomrog_2009_uk/8_fieldreport.html


2010: Akademik Fedorov trailing behind Yamal during multibeam bathymetric data acquisition   
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Track as of September 09, 2011 Louis St Laurent and Healy in 2011 

AUV used for bathymetry 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Photos from the recent joint cruise by the Canadian icebreaker Louis St Laurent the US  icebreaker Healy.  The Canadian Continental Shelf project successfully launched AUV’s under the sea ice to acquire bathymetric data. Blogs from the joint cruise in 2011: http://www.ccom.unh.edu/index.php?p=31|32|34&amp;page=outreach/projects/HE1102_h.php or http://blogs.science.gc.ca/arctic-arctique/



Continental shelf 
project of the 
Kingdom of Denmark 

Field work north of 
Greenland from 2006 to 
2009  

Focus on the acquisition of 
bathymetric and seismic 
data.  

The white ellipses show  
work areas planned for the 
LOMROG III cruise in  
2012. with Oden.  

White stippled lines – 
unofficial median lines. 
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International cooperation 

Canadian and Danish geophysicists - 2006 Russian and Swedish icebreakers working 
for the Danish project - 2007 

Canadian and Danish hydrographers - 2009  Canadian and US icebreakers - 2008 

Photo: Martin Jakobsson 

Photo: Jon Biggar Photo: Janice Lang, NRCan/DRDC 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
International cooperationAcquisition of scientific data to support extended continental shelf claims in the Arctic Ocean constitutes considerable logistical challenges. The Arctic coastal states are therefore actively engaged in logistical and scientific cooperation during both the data acquisition and interpretation phase. This results in the following benefits: (a) sharing of the limited logistical resources; (b) cost savings; and (c) a better understanding of the geology of the Arctic Ocean. Consultations and discussions regarding scientific issues of i.e. the Lomonosov Ridge between Canada, Denmark and the Russian Federation have taken place since 2007. The next workshop will be held in Copenhagen in November 2011. USA and Norway are also participating.



Russisk flag under                                         
Nordpolen – 3.8.2007 

9.8.2007 

Photo: Bjørn Eriksson 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
The Arctic Ocean in the mediaThe dive of the two Russian mini submarines at the North Pole on August 2, 2007 and the planting of the Russian flag created a lot of interest in the international press and amongst the other four Arctic coastal states. The event gave also rise to some misunderstandings in the general public related to the process of extending a coastal states continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles.However as the Foreign minister of the Russian Federation  Sergei Lavrov explained in August of 2007 “the ownership of the shelf in the Arctic Ocean is defined on the basis of the United Nations Convention on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)” – a statement the other four Arctic coastal states agreed to. 

http://www.information.dk/
http://jp.dk/


More flags at the North Pole - 2009 
 

Photo: Adam Jeppesen 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
More flags at the North PoleOn August 22, 2009 Oden reached the Geographical North Pole during the LOMROG II expedition of the Continental Shelf Project of the Kingdom of Denmark.In the coming years more flags may be planted at the North Pole as a sign of continued cooperation between the Arctic coastal states.



Foto: Ludvig Löwemark 

Thank you for your attention! 

More information www.a76.dk. 
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Personal comment:Danish marine research in the Arctic Ocean would not have been possible to finance through the normal funding system in Denmark, where less than 1 mill. Euros are available to support ship time annually. The continental shelf project has made it possible to carry out Danish marine research in the Arctic Ocean – in cooperation with scientists from other countries. Data collected within the continental shelf projects do contribute to science and I hope that data will be shared by all Arctic coastal states i.e. for an update of the International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO - www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/arctic/).Cooperation is very rewarding on a personal level and anyone who has been to the Arctic knows, how fascinating it is to be up there.
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